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Knock straight down that sodium--but not the flavor--to reduce your blood circulation pressure
and for favorite comfort foods.of just one 1,500 milligrams, ll learn how to:-Monitor your present
sodium intake-Reduce the high-sodium products in your pantry, refrigerator, and freezer-Go
through and understand food labels-Know which popular foods are “risks for coronary attack
and stroke. Everyone can reap the benefits of a lesser sodium diet: Millions of Americans
(including 97 percent of kids) consume a lot more sodium than they want, averaging about
3,400 milligrams of sodium a time, or seven occasions what the body needs to function. With
the book's step-by-step approach, consuming less salt has never been even more achievable. To
assist you attain the association's suggested daily sodium intake  EAT MUCH LESS Salt offers
you realistic strategies for reducing on sodium gradually. With this reserve, you’This toolkit,
sodium tracker, and cookbook in one gives you solid health information and 60 low-sodium
recipes salt traps”-Maintain sodium in balance while eating out-Plan healthful, lower-sodium
weekly menus without sacrificing flavor
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The latest in an extended type of food bugaboos. I have no idea why we ever bought anything
pre-prepared. I love this publication! Oh, yeah, an excessive amount of salt. After I quit tobacco
and alcohol I believed I was eligible for benefit from the blessings of my sacrifices. But no. Right
now what? Authoritative. Whoodathunk? Now I got to provide up my poker chips, barbecue and
even my Lean Cuisine for crying aloud. An excessive amount of is deadly. This publication has
provided him back most of his preferred foods without sacrificing taste. It seemed Okay to go to
the corner supermarket. Wrong! In this small blue book may be the way to get the better options
and reply the recurring query "What should I eat? There are some treasures left. Makes reducing
salt less unpleasant. I acquired NO idea there have been so many hidden resources of sodium
in the things I'd been eating everyday. Oh the globe is rich with beautiful irresistible temptresses
concealing deadly weapons plotting my demise. Moderation in all things I let you know! And
where is normally my pal, my guide, my accurate companion? My heart's defender? Don't simply
throw something frozen into the microwave. It might! Once you're in the shop you have to prowl
the aisles together with your magnifying cup and read the nutrition details label on every can
and jar that the Mad Guys of marketing have organized like so many property mines.". It's even
got recipes! Can it be the American Center Association. Pretty good, nothing ground-breaking
This is a straightforward read, but for thise folks on a sodium restricted diet it's nothing new
your physician didn't say. Today it's my fresh hobby. There are some recipes but just not enough
to discover what you want. Great starter book This is a fantastic book especially for those
beginning to cope with a low sodium lifestyle. I desire I had got such a reference 12 years back
when I started. Component I is up-to-date details on sodium and its own impacts on our health
and wellness. Part II helps layout "strategies" for living a sluggish sodium lifestyle. Component
III provides recipes with nutrition info per serving. It's great how this book really focuses on the
consumer. Part IV is named the "Toolkit" with assets to help get a low sodium life-style started. I
was able to use to view my sodium. The disclosure of hidden sources of sodium actually
enlightened me who thought I already knew everything! Five Stars works fine simply because
frogs hair but imformative Excellent and informative resource The Cardiac Nurse Educator lent
to this when my hubby was in the hospital for recently diagnosed heart failure. It isn't that hard
to do better. That said if the physician didn't execute a good job, it has the basics on what and
why it's a good idea to diminish your sodium. The hunter gatherer and microwaver is becoming
more discerning, better informed and even flaunting better form. Also they still consist of adding
salt in most recipes, not a lot, but There is you can just remove it altogether, so why bother?
Lower My Salt I bought this to help with my blood pressure. I find that it is helping me to become
more aware of the concealed salt content in lots of foods. It is readable and easy to understand
and put into action. I am sure it can help me in my quest to lower my blood pressure. This book
gives you the tools to do things correct for your health and lower your blood pressure along the
way. I thought easily stayed away from the incorrect side of town and avoided retired senior high
school teachers with stinky electric motor homes I was secure. The 60 recipes are a good
starting point for anyone. You can collection your favorite foods up on the fence and shoot them
straight down, one following the other. You can do and even more flavorful! Eye Opener! Too
much fat, an excessive amount of sugar, the wrong sort of protein, the high-spiking carbs and
what's left? Just a little is essential and good. Exceptional and informative resource. Five Stars
Easy to read and understand. Wonderful Book My dad was diagnosed with congestive heart
failing and A-FIB in October 2013. Hypertension, that's what. This book is great. It really is
authoritative and a practical guide when planning on taking meaningful and actionable
guidelines to regulate your sodium intake---even under difficult situations such as when eating



out. A worthwhile first book purchase! In case you have sodium concerns this publication is a
'must have' Four Stars scanning this is depressing .. Regarding to him it is an easy to
comprehend book that has helped him a lot! This book offers you alternatives so that you can
make smart decisions when preparing your daily menus. They have sodium significantly less
than 120mg per portion. I had been doing so many things wrong. Four Stars Eye opening as to
foods that contain sodium that you'll never expect Five Stars Very useful. There are two indexes
for general details and the recipes. Liked the book quite definitely Liked the book quite
definitely, and appreciate the nice recipes for a low salt diet, These are quite hard to find in other
places. I would suggest this book. Easy to understand Bought this for my grandfather who have
recently underwent a coronary artery bypass graft surgery and now has to eat 2 G or less of
sodium each day.
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